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Temyerature Dependence of Short-Range Order in g-Brass
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Critical scattering of neutrons around the superlattice reflections (1, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1) from a single
crystal of P-brass has been measured at temperatures from 2 to 25'C above the transition temperature. The
temperature dependence of the critical peak intensity, proportional to the susceptibility y, and that of the
inverse correlation range a1 were, respectively, fitted to the power laws g ~ ((T—T,)/T) & and ~1——(k/a)
X ((T—T,)/T, )", yielding y=1.25~0.02, v=0.65+0.02, and k=3.0&0.3. Here a is the cube edge of the
unit cell. These results agree with the theoretical predictions of the Ising model.

INTRODUCTION
' 'X the preceding paper' it was shown in detail that the
- ~ data from critical scattering from P-brass at a fixed
temperature above the transition temperature T, were
completely consistent with the classical Ornstein-
Zernike correlation function proportional to ri 'e "~"/r,
which describes the correlation of occupation of lattice
sites above T,.

This paper deals with the temperature dependence
of the inverse correlation length ~I and of the suscepti-
bility analog X proportional to (rz~&) '. Susceptibility
analog is here used to indicate that the order-disorder
transition for occupation of lattice sites in an alloy is
formally equivalent to the magnetic order-disorder
transition in an Ising antiferromagnet. In recent years
different theoretical approximate methods have revealed
that

T—T. 7 T—T.

with' y=5/4, in contrast to the result y=1 obtained
from more simple, classical theories (molecular-field
theory, cluster theory' '). The present experiment
shows that 7= 1.25 within approximately 2%%u~ accuracy.

The theoretical temperature dependence of ~I or of
the dimensionless quantity ax& (a being the cube edge
of the unit cell) is s,iso expressed by a power law':

and the classical theories give v=y/2= ~i, whereas very
recent calculations' by Fisher and Burford give
v=9/14 from the relation (2—g)v=y with g=1/18

' J. Als-Nielsen and O. W. Dietrich, preceding paper, Phys.
Rev. 153, 706 (1966).' C. Domb and M. F. Sykes, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A240,
214 (1957);J. Math. Phys. 2, 63 (l96l); M. F. Sykes, ibid. 2, 52
(1961);G. A. Baker, Phys. Rev. 124, 768 (1961).

8 R. J. Elliott and W. Marshall, Rev. Mod. Phys. 30, 75 (1958).
4 J. M. Cowley, Phys. Rev, 120, 1648 (1961).' F. Zernike, Physica 7, 565 (1940).

M. Fisher, in Proceedings of the International Conference on
3/Iagnetism, Eottingham, 1964 (The Institute of Physics and The
Physical Society, London, 1965), p. 81. M. Fisher, in Proceedings
of the Conference on Phenomena in the Neighborhood of Critical
Points, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 1965
(unpublished).

7 M. Fisher (private communication).

and y=5/4. The parameter g describes, as mentioned
in Ref. 1, a modified form of the Ornstein-Zernike pair
correlation function

P (r) pc c sar/yl+0—

The experimental result on y is v=0.65&0.02 with
g=1/18. Also the theoretics, l va, lue of k in (2) is com-
pared with experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Temperature Control

The crystal was mounted in an oven with a diameter
large enough to prevent neutrons scattered from ir-
radiated parts of the walls or the heating coil from hitting
the BF3detector in a single scattering process. The oven
was filled with He to obtain minimal temperature
gradients, which were further reduced to less than 0.1'C
by adjusting the currents in the three coils composing
the heater. Furthermore, the He gave appropriate
time constants for the electronic temperature control,
which in its final version kept the temperature constant
within &0.05'C.

The crystal was tightly encapsuled in a thin stainless-
steel container to avoid Zn evaporation. A 5% loss in
Zn content implies a drop of 14'C of T„but in the dura-
tion of several months of the experiment, T, remained
constant at 466'C within 0.1'C. The temperature was
measured by three Pt—(Pt-Rh) thermocouples placed
on the outside of the container, at the top, the middle,
and the bottom.

The critical temperature T, was obtained by measur-
ing the intensity I& of the superlattice Bragg reQection
for temperatures below T.; see Fig. 1(a). The Bragg
intensity is proportional to the square of the long-
range-order parameter which vanishes at T„and the
intersection with the temperature axis will therefore
give the thermocouple voltage V. when the crystal is
in the critical state. The intersection V, was determined
by a least-squares fit of I& to a power law

I~ c(V,—V)v——

by requiring a minimal value of

S'—=Q w, {I, c(V. V)&}'— —
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FIG. 1. (a) Shows the Bragg
peak intensity I~ at tempera-
tures below T,. The full line
is a weighted least-squares Gt
of Ig to the power law Ig
CC ( V,—V) P. (b) Shows the
standard deviation of the Qt for
diGerent choices of V,. The
arrow thus indicates the critical
thermocouple voltage V,. The
uncertainty of V, is estimated
to be approximately 1 pV
=0.1'K. (BMpc=beam-moni-
tor preset count. )
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m; denoting the statistical weight on the measured
value I,. S(V,) is shown in Fig. 1(b). It is concluded
that the uncertainty of V, is approximately 1 LMV. The
temperature dependence of all parameters to be dis-
cussed is expressed by the temperature difference
AT= T—T„and this is measured as the corresponding
difIerence in thermocouple voltage multiplied by the
scaling factor 0.103'K/pv. The uncertainty of V,
contributes the main part of the uncertainty &0.1'
on AT.

Samyles

Three different single crystals of approximately 1-in.
linear dimensions were examined, but analysis of the
composition showed that only one of them (No. III)
was a pure P-brass single crystal. The major part of the
results discussed here derive therefore from that crystal.
Results from crystal No. I have been reported on earlier'
and are only briefly recapitulated in the Appendix. This
crystal contained a considerable amount of y phase
which was apparent from metallurgical examination,
chemical analysis, and perhaps most clearly from a
neutron diffraction pattern measured along the (1,0,0)
direction; see Fig. 2. The composition of crystal No. II
was similar to that of Xo. I, and the results from these
two crystals are in agreement, as seen in the Appendix. '

RESULTS

Inverse Correlation Range v i(h T/ T,)
The inverse correlation range ~~ can in principle be

deduced from any scan through a superlattice reflection

0. W. Dietrich and J. Als-Nielsen, in Proceedings of the
Conference on Phenomena in the Neighborhood of Critical Points,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 1965 (un-
published}.' We appreciate the loan of specimens U and IlI from Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories, where the phonon spectrum for these
specimens had just been examined. See G. Gilat and G. Dobling,
Phys. Rev. 138, A1053 (1965).

above T.. The geometry of our setup favored, however,
the type of scan in which the crystal is rotated around
a, vertical axis (y scan in the notation of Ref. 1).For a
given wavelength the resolution correction is smallest
for the (1,0,0) reflection, since the a,ngular widths of
the resolution curves have to be multiplied by ~ ~j for
conversion to A '. Therefore y scans at 2.70 A through
the (1,0,0) reflection will give the most accurate
determination of II:q. Results from the pure p-brass
crystal are shown in Fig. 3. The results for all three
crystals are tabulated in the Appendix.

Check Possibilities

(1) Diferent types of scan In the A. ppendix are also
listed the results of 1:2 scans through (1,0,0), (x scans).
Agreement with y scans was found.

(Z) Diferent reflections Also y .scans through the
(1,1,1) reflection were measured and the results agree
with (1); (1) and (Z) give support to the assumption
that the cross section is isotropic around each super-
lattice reflection.

(3) DQ'erent 7oaaetengttts As mention. ed in Ref. 1,
a wavelength of 1.35 A could be obtained without
changing the geometry. Again, satisfactory agreement
was obtained at several temperatures, and we conclude
therefore that the static approximation is valid and that
the constant-background-subtraction procedure, which

might be erroneous due to phonon contributions, is
sufficiently correct. This was also proved by a scan taken
70'C above T„because the intensity when corrected
for the small amount of remaining critical scattering
appeared to be constant.

In addition to the conclusions drawn from (1), (Z),
and (3) it can be generally concluded that the resolution
correction must be correct, since it varies in the above-
mentioned cases. However, this conclusion was checked
with (4) below.
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FIG. 2. Neutron diffrac-
tion pattern at 440'C along
the (1,0,0) direction in
reciprocal space for speci-
men II. The content of p
phase in the crystal is
clearly demonstrated. The
diffraction pattern for speci-
men I was similar to that
in Fig. 2, whereas the y
peaks were absent in the
diffraction pattern for speci-
men III.
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Uncertainties

The uncertainty of the values of ~& can only be esti-
mated. The statistical uncertainty on ~& from the least-
squares fit was in most cases around 1% and did not
in any case exceed 2%. The uncertainty in AT/&,
converted to uncertainty in ~& was estimated to be
approximately 3% for AT/T, =3X10 ' and around
0.3% for AT/T, =30&C 10 '. Additional sources of
uncertainty in 1~& are the background subtraction and
the resolution correction. It is concluded that the

TABLE I. Theoretical values for a bcc lattice of k and v in
(a~&) =k(T T,/T, )', T T./T, &—&1 a is the c—ube edge of the unit
cell.

Theory

Molecular-field theory
Cowley'
Zernikeb
Elliott and Marshall'
Fisher and Burford"

2.828
2.828
2.530
2.432
2.565

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
9/14

a From A. Paskin, Phys. Rev. 134, A246 (1964).See in particular footnote
on page A248.

b From C. B. Walker and D. T. Keating, Phys. Rev. 130, 1726 (1963),
Fig, 6.

o Reference 3.
d g.eferepce /,

(g) Digeree) collinsatioe, . The most pronounced re-
duction in resolution correction was obtained by hori-
zontal Soller collimation in the second collimator. The
result of a scan with this collimation (Table III) agrees
perfectly with the above-mentioned results, giving the
final proof for the accuracy of the unfolding procedure
described in Ref. 1.

resulting uncertainties of the values of f(.1 are between
2% and 5%. The dashed line in Fig. 3 is a least-squares
6t with equal weights on all points to the power law

(2), resulting in
v =0.647~0.022,
k =2.99+0.32,

Note that all uncertainties are standard deviations.

Comparison with Theory

Molecular-6eld theory, the cluster theory of Elliott
and Marshall, ' and similar theories of Cowley4 and of
Zernilm' all give v=-,', but different values of k in (2).
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FIG. 3. Double log plot of (a~i) versus AT/T„. . The dashed line
is a least-squares fit of the experimental points to the power law
(af(:I) =k(AT/T, )", giving k=2.99+0.32 and v=0.65&0.02. Also
the theoretical curves of molecular-field theory, cluster theory of
Klliott and Marshall, and lattice statistics theory of Fisher and
Burford are shown. (L.S.= least squares. )
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approximated with the simpler form (2), giving v= 9/14
=0.6429 and k=2.565. These theoretical values agree
remarkably well with the experimental results. The dif-
ference of 17% in k between theory and experiment
might be due to the only-nearest-neighbor interaction
in the theoretical model, but it cannot be excluded that
results from another P-brass crystal might differ some
percent from the present results, because of different
individual strains etc. in the samples,

Susceptibility-Analog lI. (cL T/ T)

The susceptibility-analog x is related to the pair-
correlation function by

X gP(r)

5 10
t I I I I I I I

Temper ature
T

20 50 10
I I I

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of peak intensity of critical
scattering, proportional to the susceptibility p of an Ising magnet.
The theoretical power law xcc (nT/T) si is verified within 2%
accuracy, including estimated systematic errors.

a' is the distance between nearest neighbors,

v, = tanh(J/kT, )=0.156172,

dI ——0.03633, dg ——0.03311, d3 ———0.00819, d4 ——0.00705,

dg 0 00313) d6 0 00345 and d7 0 00169

The remainder tRr (1) is estimated to be less than 0.0012.
The derivation of this formula is based upon the pair-
correlation function (3), which theoretically is believed
to be a more accurate expression than the Ornstein-
Zernike correlation function obtained with g=0. In
Ref. 1 it was concluded that it was not possible from
the experimental data at a fixed temperature to deter-
mine whetherri=l/18 orts =0. However, to compare the
experimental absolute values of (a~i) with (2), the data
in Fig. 3 are analyzed with ri=1/18, as described in
Ref. 1. Within the temperature region of the experi-
mental results, (4) can, within an accuracy of 0.5%%u&, be

For a bcc lattice their values of k are listed in Table I.
It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the common temperature
dependence of these theories is too crude. Fisher and
Burford' have reported on calculations of (ast), based
on series expansions in powers of tt=tanh(J/kT) for
temperatures down to DT/T, =0.03 for the simple
cubic lattice. Recently these authors have obtained
an expression for (aint) for a bcc lattice, valid for tem-
peratures much closer to T,. Their result is given here~:

9 v 35
ln(~ra')'= —ln 1——+ln——luau

7 v, 48

in the notation adopted in Ref. 1. It is seen from (9) in
Ref. 1 that the critical peak intensity Is (corrected for
the resolution reduction) is also proportional to P, p(r).

The exponent y in (1) can therefore be determined
from the measured temperature dependence of I0,
independently of any details in shape p(r) may have,
provided, of course, that the resolution correction is
accurate. Our result for y is therefore expected to re-
main valid even if more accurate experiments in the
future should reveal a small deviation from the Orn-
stein-Zernike correlation function. y could in principle
be deduced from the critical scans, for example, around
(1,0,0) at 2.70 A, leading to the values of Kt in Fig. 3.
However, these scans took several weeks of measuring
time and possible long-term drift of electronics etc.
might inliuence the accuracy of y Lbut not so much
xt(AT/T, )j. Therefore a separate peak-value run was
undertaken to avoid this kind of error and furthermore
to improve the statistics. The results are shown in
Fig. 4 in a double log plot. The measured peak intensi-
ties were unfolded using ~I va1ues from Table IV in the
Appendix and were corrected for the slight change in
Debye-Wailer factor over the temperature region.

A least-squares fit gave p=1.252&0.006. This un-
certainty expresses the scatter of measured points
around the full line in Fig. 4, but it is not the uncer-
tainty of p, since it does not express a possible syste-
matic error due to a slightly incorrect value of T„of
the background, and of the peak-value reduction. Con-
servative estimates of these sources of error give the
final result y=1.25&0.02 from the (1,0,0) peak-value
run at 2.70 A.

The reliability of this result is supported by similar
results, summarized in Table IV, obtained at 1.35 A
and at the (1,1,1) reflection. Although rt cannot be
determined from the shape of a critical scattering curve,
as mentioned in R.ef. 1, our results on y and v neverthe-
less experimentally indicate a small positive value of q
as predicted by theory, using the relation (2 —ri) v=y:

g =0.077+0.067.
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The theoretical result on g is

0=0.056.

CONCLUSION

The order-disorder transition in P-brass proved experi-
mentally to be well described by the Ising model. Con-
siderable theoretical efforts have in recent years been
devoted to the development of an accurate statistical
treatment of cooperative phenomena in the vicinity of
the transition temperature using this model. The present
experiment is significant in that some of the theoretical
predictions have been verified for the first time.

Thus the temperature dependence of the peak inten-
sity Io of critical scattering in a superlattice reQection
fitted a power law Io ~ (hT/T) "'+' ' verifying
the 5/4 law for the susceptibility-analog. Also the
inverse correlation range ~~ fitted a power law
i~i ~ (DT/T, )+' ""+",in agreement with the "9/14-law"
of Fisher and Burford. Furthermore, the absolute values
of zi agree, within approximately 17%, with their
predictions.

It is interesting to note that the exponents in the
temperature dependences of Io and ~~ give an experi-
mental indication of a small positive value of g. Ac-
cepting the theoretical relation (2—g) v=y, it is found
that q=0.077~0.067, which should be compared to
the theoretical value of g= 1/18.

When the sample contains more Zn than permissible
in the pure P phase, the experiment indicates that the
exponents p and v are reduced significantly. However, a
systematic investigation of this effect has not yet been

undertaken. As far as we know, no theoretical prediction
of this kind has been published as yet.
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APPENDIX

Here we present tabulated experimental data on three
P-brass single crystals (Tables II—IV). However, speci-
mens I and II contained a few percent of y phase.

The column headings are explained in detail as
follows:

Critical Peak Intensities

'A is the monochromatic neutron wavelength used in
the peak-value run. The background count rate 8 was
approximately constant at all temperatures. (0,0„,o.)
denote the resolution widths as measured by three
perpendicular scans through the Bragg reQection below
the critical temperature T,. AT= T—T, is the tempera-
ture deviation from the critical temperature. (I) is the

TABLE II. Experimental data for a i-in. -diam spherical P-brass crystal with a few percent content of p phase. T,=468 C.

Critical peak intensities
X

Reflection
background
(o.„0„,0.,)

2.70 A
(1,o,o)

334/2 X10' BMpca
(0.58) 0.70) 3.13)X10 ' A I

(aT/T)
X1o3 (I) n lp

2.70 A
(1 1 1)

314c/2 X10' BMpc'
(0.47, 1.53, 3.03)X10 ' A I

(AT/T)
X103 (I) n Ip

Inverse correlation range (a~1)

Type
(AT/T, ) ReQec- of X

X10' tion scan A

2.54 2898
4.02 2082
4.42 1919
7.22 1403

11.71 1079
16.68 877
22.24 716
31.42 588
46.46 501

6 4630 (—1.6)
6 2670(—5.8)
5 2370 (—7.2)
6 1410(—5.1)
5 900(+3.5)
5 622 (+5.6)
5 424( —1.O)
8 275(—6.1)

14 179(—5.9)

2.22 2357
3.61 1780
5.40 1463
8.00 1114

11.96 882
18.31 658
28.79 542

9 4178(—5.3)
8 2428 (—4.7)

10 1656(+2.9)
9 1038(+0.9)
5 67s(+3.s)
9 386(—4.2)
8 245(+1.6)

2.29
2.50
2.70
3.91
4.25
5.26
5,40
5.94
7.69
7.96

10.66
11.06
14.84
24.82
35.61
49.10

(1,0,0) $2.70

~ ~ ~

(1,1,1)
(1',o',o)

~ ~ ~

(1,1,1)
~ ~ ~

(i,o,o)

o.o71(+s.9)
o.os5 (—3.s)
O.096(—11.5)
o.ios( —1.7)
0.114(—2.2)
0.125(+1.1)
0.134(—4,3)
0.134(+1.2)
O.14S(+6.3)
0.140(+13.9)
o.197(—3.1)
0.192(+1.6)
o.23s (—2.7)
0.294 (+6,2)
0.425 (—9.4)
0.466 (+0.1)

Results of
weighted least-
squares fits

y = i.1.0~0.03
including systematic errors

p = 1.13~0.02
including systematic errors

y =-0.58~0.02 k =2.72~0.24

' Beam-monitor preset count.
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average count rate per beam-monitor preset count
(BMpc as indicated for the background) at a super-
lattice reQection resulting from e repetitions. Io is the
unfolded critical peak intensity, i.e.,

((I) ~)/IR(~i (~TIT))

where IR is the peak intensity reduction due to resolu-
tion. ' A weighted least-squares fit of Is~ (AT/T) &

gave the value of y, and the number in parenthesis
following Is is the deviation in %%uo between Is and the
least-squares fit. The weight m on each point is propor-
tional to the inverse square of the resulting uncertainty
on lo, i.e.,

Here 8T' is the uncertainty on AT; we estimated
0T=0.1 C. It should be noted that if y is determined
from a linear least-squares fit of logls versus log (AT/T)
the weight in this fit is pro'.

Inverse Correlation Range ax1

A:I is the inverse correlation range parameter in the
Ornstein-Zernike correlation function e "~"/r. a is the
cube edge of the unit cell (2.97 A). a~i is thus dimension-
less. In Type of scan, x means scan along ~0 a.nd y
means scan perpendicular to ~0 in the scattering plane.
A least-squares fit of a~i =k (AT/T, )" gave the values of
p and k, and the number in parenthesis following (a~i)
is the deviation in

%%uo between aKi and the least-squares
fit. The values of 0 and v were used to find IR(~i(AT/T))
in the evaluation of Jo.
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Long-Range Order and Critical Scattering of Neutrons below the
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The temperature dependence of long-range order (P,) has been determined from the temperature varia-
tion of a superlattice Bragg reAection. The results fitted a power law (P,) oc (T,—T)& with T, the critical
temperature and P =0.305~0.005, in agreement with the theoretical prediction 0.303 (p (0.318 obtained
from a comparison of the measured line profiles of the (1,0,0) superlattice reflection at 15.5 and 2.2' below
T,. The ratio between the susceptibilities y (AT) and y (AT) AT deg below and above T, was found to be
5.5&2.0 at AT =4.4' and 8.5%3.0 at AT =2.1'. The ising-model theory predicts the ratio to be 5.2 inde-
pendent of 4T.

INTRODUCTION

'N the ordered state in P-brass the Cu and Zn atoms
~ - share the sites in the bcc la,ttice, so Cu atoms
predominantly occupy, say, the cube corners and Zn
atoms the cube centers of the unit cells. The occupation
of lattice site 1 is given by the occupation variable 51,
which is +1 if site I is occupied by a Cu atom and —1 if
site 1 is occupied by a Zn atom.

The long-range order (P,) is defined as the avera, ge
of the occupation variable throughout the lattice on the
corner sites or the center sites, or the weighted average
occupation of at/ lattice sites ascribing a weight factor of
+1 to the corner sites and —1 to the center sites. The
weight factor is conveniently expressed by e"', where
~ is any vector in reciprocal space with an odd sum of
indices (a reciprocal superlattice vector). Thus

order from long-range order, it is only the asymp-
totically vanishing part p(r) of the pair-correlation
function that describes the short-range order, i.e.,

where
1

(P.P,)= PP iP i+, . —
+ l

Note that p(r) is zero both in. the completely ordered
state and in the completely disordered state.

When the temperature increases, the long-range
order gradually decreases and finally vanishes at the
critical temperature T,. However, the correlation range
tends to infinity when T approaches T.. It is possible to
study these phenomena experimentally by means of
neutron diffraction. The differential scattering cross
section do/dQ at scattering vector L is given by'

do
~lV(P )'8(x—~)+P p(r)e"" '&'

dQ
(4)

The short-range order is described by the correlation of
he occuPation of two lattice sites seParated by the I J. Als-Nielsen and O. ~. Dietrich second preceding paper,

lattice vector r. However, to distinguish short-range Phys. Rev. 153, 706 (1966).


